Basic Minor Suit Transfer Bids

Minor Suit Transfers are useful tools that can be used after
partner’s opening 1 No – Trump bid. While we can make sophisticated
agreements using these transfers, this lesson will focus on how to sign off in a
minor after the No – Trump opening bid.
The two hands to the right are terrific examples of why we want the ability to
sign off in a minor suit after a No – Trump opening.
Notice, both hands are practically worthless in a No – Trump contract. Playing
in the minor suit gives each hand some trick taking potential (clearly more than
a NT contract would).
Enter the Minor

Suit Transfer….

Minor Suit
Transfers

To transfer to Diamonds after partner’s
1 No – Trump bid we bid 2 No – Trump.

To transfer to Clubs after partner’s 1 No
– Trump bid we bid 2 Spades.

So, with the hand above, our goal is to
get partner out of a clearly bad NT
contract and into Diamonds.

So, with the hand above, our goal is to
get partner out of a clearly bad NT
contract and into Clubs.

While we shouldn’t expect to do great things with hands like these, we are at least giving our
side a better chance at a plus score than a 1NT contract will usually provide.

Our Agreements with Minor Suit Transfers
2NT

2 No – Trump
is now a
transfer to
Diamonds

Announce:
“Transfer”

2S

2 Spades
is now a
transfer to
Clubs or a
size asking
bid

Say
“Alert”

Responding to the Diamond Transfer
3D

Bid it if you like it.
The advantage to using 2NT as the transfer to
Diamonds is realized in this position. The
opener has enough room to make 2 bids
depending on her Diamond holding. With
honor 3rd or better, we accept the transfer by
bidding 3 Diamonds.

3C

Refusing the Transfer.
With less than honor 3rd, the opener has
another bid to make. After the transfer, the bid
of 3 Clubs indicates that the opener does not
like Diamonds. (This means she has less than
honor 3rd in the Diamond suit.

Now that we are using 2NT for our Diamond transfer, we have to find a way to make an invitational bid
after partner opens 1NT. Here’s where our Two Way 2 Spade bid comes in.

The “Two Way 2 Spade Bid”
INVITE
(size)

OR

CLUBS

The 2NT response to 1NT used to
be our invitational bid. Now that
bid is a transfer to Diamonds. So,
we need to find a way to make an
invitational bid. The 2 Spade
response to 1NT now becomes a
“Two Way” bid. It is now either
invitational or it is a transfer to
Clubs.

Responding to the 2 Spade Bid
2NT

3C

With a Minimum Hand

With a Maximum Hand

With 15 or a bad 16, we bid 2NT in response to
the 2 Spade Bid.

With a good 16 or 17, we bid 3 Clubs in
response to the 2 Spade bid.

So, as the opener in the above hands, we are treating the 2 Spade bid as an invitation to game. If
partner has clubs, she will clarify that with her next bid. The most important thing for the opener to
remember is that these are the only two choices after the 2 Spade bid.
Note: These responses to the minor suit transfer bids won’t matter too much when partner is signing off in their
minor. They will have more relevance when we dig deeper into these conventional agreements in a later lesson.

